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"Truth is Stranger than Fiction". Yes, indeed. This history book JAPAN 1945 is exactly described
by hearsay 'truth is stranger than fiction. It all happened 77 years ago and generations of the
20th century are well familiar with - Second World War, Pacific War, Atomic-Bomb, Emperor
Hirohito, and General Douglas MacArthur. In retrospect, however, how much do we know the
real meaning of the latest great human conflicts on Earth? This book explores "bizarre twists and
ironies" of the war events, which were never discovered by any historians or war researchers
before. The author - who is a history investigator - fills "missing gaps" of both sides: the United
States and Imperial Japan. When Pandora's box is opened, the world would be astonished at
and surely astounded. Examining Japan's historical experiences and religious conflict with the
West, the author investigates why Japan did enter the wars with Imperial China and mighty
Imperial Russia, and compiles why Japan did enter the war against the United States. The
contents cover Japan's development of atomic-bomb projects, why did Japan refuse to
surrender, the roots of Japanese imperialism, and why MacArthur did save the Emperor. She
views that there are no winners or losers in tragedies of the war, and questions who did benefit
out of the Second World War after all? The answer is no one, except 'warmongers', invisible
entities who instigated the war. In addition, the author points out that since the usage of
atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, UFO sightings in the sky have drastically increased
worldwide, particularly at military complex sites where nuclear arsenal weapon developments
have been taking place. She claims the reason why the UFO phenomena occur on our planet is
because of the postwar atomic age consequences. Covering all above the war occurring from
the beginning to the end in a wide perspective, this book encompasses all in one volume, unlike
many authors who write "compartmentalized history" of the war. In this regard, JAPAN 1945 is an
outstanding and unique presentation.   

"A uniquely sophisticated yet very accessible and complete review of the Asian ascendancy,
spanning from ancient times to today, and enriched with bountiful commentaries by renowned
specialists, Pacific Century beautifully interweaves national histories with complex regional and
global trends, intelligently balancing explanations of Asia's astounding successes with honest
recognition of the region's darker moments.”—Richard Feinberg, Professor, University of
California, San Diego, and former senior director of the National Security Council"A powerful,
highly recommended analysis of Asian culture that does more than provide just another history:
it connects Asian experiences and trends to its effects on the rest of the world."—The Midwest
Book Review --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorMark Borthwick is
director of the United States Asia Pacific Council at the East-West Center in Washington, DC,
and has served on staff of the subcommittee of Asian and Pacific Affairs in the US House of



Representatives. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Japanese cartoonistPreface“War history is written by the victors”, hearsay. In this book the
vanquished Japanese perspective is presented. It has been 77 years since the end of Second
World War in the Pacific and numerous books were written; Hollywood produced hundreds of
films, thus majority of population are weary of it. However, there are still ‘missing gaps’ behind
these conflicts which are utterly unexposed to the world. Born and raised during the occupation
of General Douglas MacArthur in Japan recalling my childhood memories, I have reexamined
and uncovered so many ‘missing gaps’ of the war events between the United States and the
Imperial Japan.Focusing on the year “1945”, I analyzed its political situation at the most critical
times of “Atomic Bomb, Emperor Hirohito, and MacArthur. I briefed history of Japan since
samurai era and Meiji Restoration; why did Japan enter many wars including its neighboring
China and Russia? Why did Japan fight against the mightiest United States? Japan’s atomic-
bomb production program and its connection with Germany, the U.S. Army produced 17 more
atomic-bombs were ready to use against Japan, Communist Russian invasion of northern
Japan, why did Japan refuse to surrender? Why did MacArthur save Emperor Hirohito? I
detailed how the above matters are intertwined and deeply connected. In this book such a ‘grey
area’ is revealed. Furthermore, for understanding of the Japanese people, I also explained the
endurance of Japan as a nation – its historical background of so called “Japanology” – Emperor-
ism, Shinto-ism, Buddha-ism, Bushido-ism, and prehistoric Japan.Throughout history, Japan
experienced three major national crises. The first crisis was an arrival of Christianity in 16th
century. The religious conflict compelled Japan into national exclusion. For approximately 230
years, Japan isolated itself and peace was sustained. The second crisis was the arrival of
Commodore Mathew Perry of the United States of America in the mid-19th century. To avoid
becoming a materialized nation Japan ‘militarized’. This was the Meiji Restoration. The third



crisis was the arrival of General Douglas MacArthur of the United States of America in 1945. He
rebuilt ruined postwar Japan and amended the Japanese Constitution. To present day, Japan
remains an ally with the United States. By American policies Japan was thus immensely
influenced and the course of the entire 20th century Japanese history was altered.Numerous
history books have been written by journalists, academics, historians, scholars, and professors.
But they often present only one portion of the history: a “compartmentalized history”; presenting
one section of history. In contrast, as a journalist, my work conveys both the American and
Japanese sides of the war developments. Some parts of the texts may seem controversial,
because of a view far from the mass media official version of history. Some history doctorates
may be astonished and may raise questions. In this regard, my research of JAPAN 1945 differs
from any other history books written during the past postwar decades. Thus, it is a unique
presentation.In 1945 when the war ended I was two years and eight months old. But my
childhood memories are still vivid even today. My father was a factory and property owner and
read three newspapers everyday. During and right after the war, while he was reading the
newspapers I used to sit on his lap, as I recall, and saw photos of Emperor Hirohito, Roosevelt,
Stalin, Hitler, and later General MacArthur: I remember them visually although I did not
understand who they were. I also heard war music and songs sung by soldiers who worked for
my father’s factory. On August 15th, Emperor Hirohito’s voice was in the air. He made Japan’s
surrender speech; Japan learned they lost the war. In elementary school, I watched Hiroshima
and Nagasaki atomic-bomb documentary films. It was the first time to learn what war means; war
meant ‘genocide’, not only soldiers’ combatants, even children like me would have been killed! I
was traumatized. The impact of my childhood memories was so deep that it tremendously
helped me to write this book.During the 20th century we experienced two world wars – First
World War and the Second World War – and needless to mention, that those two world war
conflicts erupted during the Democrats Party administration, not the Republican regime. First
World War occurred during Woodrow Wilson presidency, and the Second World War erupted
during President Franklin D. Roosevelt presidency. These world wars were caused by the
Democrats Party administrations, not the Republican regime. This indicates that the Democratic
Party was weak in ‘foreign diplomacy’ and lack of understanding of international political affairs.
There, maybe, more “warmongers” among the Democratic Party who likely supported a slogan,
“There is no business like ‘war’ business!” – War means business!Hearsay, “History repeats
itself.” But why? Because this Earth is governed by an oligarchy who hide their identity. They are
the progeny of specific but same families, perhaps ‘one percent’ of the entire world population.
They are invisible entities of bloodlines who wear different clothes in different times, just like the
people of time capsules! Please note, “Our past is our future... Coming future had already
happened in the past”, as quoted in the first page of this book.Throughout the book, there are
“Assessment” between the paragraphs. In these sections I shared my personal experiences,
incredulous information, or far fetched events that nobody was aware of. In retrospect, the 20th
century had been a century of Communism – a rise of Communism and a fall of Communism.



Besides two world wars, there were numerous uprisings and revolutions that we witnessed. In
1991, U.S.S.R – Union of Soviet Socialist Republic – suddenly collapsed after seven decades of
communist regimes. It was a domino effect followed by the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. It was a
result of “peoples’ power” – people demonstrated that they do not like the Communist regime: it
was an “Anti-Communist Manifesto”. The world rejoiced a reunification of Germany and we truly
believed ‘death’ of communist ideology at the time. Three decades later, however, we see a new
rise of Communism in the East – Republic of Communist China and Republic of North Korea.
Chinese Communist Party has emerged and threatens world peace in the 21st century,
possessing nuclear arsenals which humankind is the most afraid of.Marie Ueda,The
AuthorAugust 15th, 2021Part OneJapan Before 1945Japan’s connection with PortugalFifty
years after Christopher Columbus discovered America, Japan was discovered by Portuguese
ocean explorers in mid-16th century. They landed on an island of Tanegashima, off shore of
southern Kyushu. They brought two things with them – “guns and the Bible” – and introduced
these to the Japanese people. At that time, Japan was having regional battles and territorial wars
among lords and clans all over the country, and it was chaotic and unsettled. A lord named
Nobunaga Oda paid attention to these new weapons called ‘guns’ (two muskets, primitive rifles).
He purchased it in high price, reverse engineered and improved it, massively manufactured it,
and used it for the fightings. He won the territorial civil wars, thus, Japan was partially united.
These “guns and religion” interconnected Japan with the Western world – Portuguese, Spanish,
Dutch, Italian, and English people.Japan began trading with those countries and Nagasaki
became a trading center. Within decades its economy flourished and became the richest
country in the world at that time, that included possessing ‘guns and golds’. At the same time,
missionaries and Jesuits began to arrive in Japan headed by Father Jesuit Francis Xavier, a
Spanish Jesuit. Lord Nobunaga Oda allowed them to practice Christianity in Japan, an orthodox
Catholicism. They built cathedrals in Nagasaki and launched bible study seminaries in Latin
language. As a result, an alarming high number of the population abandoned Buddhism/
Shintoism and converted to Christianity. Reaction to these phenomena – the man named Jesus
Christ and the Bible – intellectuals and elite samurais raised inquisitive questions and confronted
with Father Xavier. The father could not answer the questions and felt awkward. He left Japan
after a few years. Before leaving Japan, Jesuit Xavier reported to the Pope of Vatican in writing,
describing about the Japanese people:“All the countries we conquered, Japanese people are
outstanding. They are sincere, honest, honorable, and faithful; we don’t see any better than
Japanese. Although they are poor and practice a heresy, which is an alien to us, people are
friendly, happy, not miserable, and not ashamed of being poor. They have high dignity. Samurais
and farmers alike respect each other and live in harmony”.(Reference: YouTube – CGS –
Channel Grand Strategy – guest speaker History Professor Zenkou Onagi, hosted by a political
analyst-commentator Souhei Kamiya.)Shortly after, another Jesuit/missionary arrived in Japan.
His name was Luis Frois. He was a Roman Catholic scholar. Born in Lisbon, as a young man
Frois studied Japanese history and believed Japanese were a wonderful people, and his dream



was to go to Japan and accomplish his mission to make Japan a “beautiful Christian nation”. He
was very enthusiastic about his assignment. The administration of Lord Nobunaga Oda closely
observed these phenomena examining the doctrine of the two different religions – Christianity of
the Roman Catholic focuses on the canonization of Jesus Christ and worship him, salvation and
resurrection, while Buddhism practice inner spirituality, reincarnation, life beyond the death and
never ending soul cycles. These two religious natures are very different.A testimony of Jesuit
Luis Frois: In order to Christianize the entire Japanese population, Jesuit Frois convinced that a
ruler of the people, Lord Oda become a Christian himself. Although Lord Oda was the one who
first permitted Portuguese and Spanish Jesuits to practice Christianity in Japan, but the Lord
‘refused’ to become a Christian himself – he never wanted to be a converter. During his mission
in Japan (1549-93), Frois kept a diary for 44 years and wrote a book entitled History of Japan,
which describes his views of Japan at that time as follows:“Portugal will be not able to conquer
or colonize Japan by force. Because Japan possesses massive guns; it is well equipped and
armed. Samurai warriors are great fighters, so our Portuguese soldiers cannot win against them.
In order to conquer Japan, it is easier to colonize people’s mind through the Bible, which is our
duty as missionaries – to lead the people to obey and follow the Bible and Christianize their
mind. That would be the way to conquer Japan. But, on other hand, average Japanese people
are well educated – young and old ages of all walks of life are able to read and write, and they
have a high sense of morality being educated at Buddhist temples. They are analytical thinkers
and have inquisitive minds in nature. It would be a difficult task for us to accomplish our mission
in Japan.”A Black African Samurai: There was an interesting side episode in regard to Jesuit
Luis Frois. When he met with Lord Nobunaga Oda, he was accompanied by his Portuguese
slave-servant who was a tall black man from Mozambique, a Portuguese colony. For Lord Oda, it
was very first time to see a black person in his life. He could not believe it was a real human skin
color – he thought the slave was painted his face in black for a ritual reason. In order to affirm the
real skin color, he ordered him to be naked and ‘wash’ his entire body in front of him. As he did,
Lord Oda was stunned and impressed by his solid well-built muscles. (Reference: YouTube film
The King of Zupang – episode 46-49, English subtitled.) He took him as his vassal and gave him
a Japanese name Yasuke. Yasuke was trained to be a samurai warrior – he mastered the
language, how to use sward, and educated to be “Bushido man”: the way of samurai. He was an
intelligent man. Lord Oda promoted him as his bodyguard and welcomed him as an honorable
samurai and gave him a samurai’s residential estate. Yasuke even quit eating ‘meat’ as all
Japanese were ‘vegetarian’ those days. He became an excellent warrior who served for the Lord
Nobunaga Oda, who was unquestionably the ‘number one national hero of Japan’ at that time.
Yasuke was totally loyal and absolutely obedient to his master Lord Oda until his death. He was
the first black samurai worrier recorded in Japanese history.The Era of Hideyoshi Toyotomi: After
the Supreme Lord Nobunaga Oda died, all of his successive rulers/shoguns opposed
Christianity. A new Ruler-in-Chief Hideyoshi Toyotomi was an anti-Christian. During his regime
Japan was pleased with making huge amount of profits with international trade, but at the same



time a number of Japanese-Christians further increased. As decades passed, disturbing events
were occurring behind closed-doors – Japanese children and young adults began ‘missing’ from
Japan. They were abducted by missionaries for slave-trade selling to Asia and Europe. As Japan
never had a ‘slave-culture’ in its history, it gravely shocked the ruler Hideyoshi Toyotomi. This
condition violated “Japan’s human rights” and was considered as a “human abuse”. “Selling
humans for money and profit” and this trade was conducted under the name of the mighty God,
the Jesus Christ?! That was absolutely not acceptable and utterly intolerable. The matter
became of great concern for Hideyoshi.The furious Hideyoshi demanded Portugal and Spain to
return those ‘missing children’ bring back to Japan; he even offered money for its expenses. But
the children disappeared forever as there was no records of the slave trades. Even though Japan
was economically well-off trading with Portugal, Spain, and other countries, on other hand, the
ruler realized that orthodox Catholic doctrine contradict what they teach in the Bible and what
they do the people, and this raised serious dilemma for him. Though the trading brought Japan
to become the wealthiest nation possessing high amounts of “golds and armaments”, Japan
was against the ‘slave industry’, which was the primarily concern for Hideyoshi. The human
trades were crimes against humanity, but it was taking place secretly behind the closed-doors
under the name of Jesus Christ. Japan began to doubt the West.While Japan was economically
prospered and well-off with trading industries such as silks, wines, food, perfumes, spices,
clothes etc., and Japanese population really enjoyed having those exotic items, so he hesitated
to terminate the business with them. However, he eventually made the following rules
addressing to Jesuits/missionaries and all foreigners living in Japan:What religion you believe
and practice is your personal choice; it is your individual freedom. But, ‘do not convert’ our
people to become Christians.The ‘slave trades’ must be stopped – do not take our youngsters
out of Japan.Do not kill animals and eat their ‘meats’, such as cows or horses. Because those
animals are living creatures and working force for us, a part of our life.(Reference: YouTube –
CGS – Channel Grand Strategy, Japanese history guest Professor/author Makoto Mogi hosted
by political analyst/commentator Souhei Kamiya.)[Assessment]In 1950s while studying a history
at high school in Japan, professor said to us that Jesuits are drinking ‘blood’. At that time, I
thought the professor was joking with ‘red wine’ so I did not believe it. But today, in the time of
the 21st Century, however, we hear ‘missing children’ in the United States as well as the rest of
the world, and words such as ‘pedophilia’ was often mentioned even in mainstream media
nowadays. But this happened 400 years ago in Japan. In the both cases, the Jesuits of the
Catholic religion were blamed for its responsibility.Regarding the Jesuits’ role in Japan, an
investigation continued. The ruler Hideyoshi realized that the religion Christianity was not to
practice ‘human spirituality’, but instead, practicing something else behind it. Then, he received
an intelligence report which states how Spain colonized Philippines so successfully. The report
states a motivation of King Philip II who colonized the Philippines:“First, they (Portugal and
Spain) send missionaries/Jesuits to country to convert local people to become Christians. After
its followers increased, they then send military troops to control the population and colonize the



nation.(Reference: YouTube at CGS – Channel Grand Strategy – interview with a historian
Professor Zenkou Onagi, hosted by a political analyst/commentator Souhei Kamiya.)The
Supreme ruler Hideyoshi got the message that the religion was used as a political purpose – the
Catholicism, politic, trading, and colonization were same as all in one. He realized that the
Japanese Christians were to serve for the Pope of Vatican in Rome, not for Japanese rulers/
shoguns or the Emperor. All the leaders were deeply dismayed and drastically astounded by
these findings, and it became a serious concern for Japan.As soon as he understood a real
meaning of the “Christianization” – the Jesuits’ final goal was to destroy “Japanese sovereignty”.
As the Commander-in-Chief of Japan, Toyotomi Hideyoshi took action immediately. He arrested
26 missionaries – both Japanese and foreigners – and executed them in the public by
crucifixion. After this incident, out of sympathy to the martyrs, more people had converted to
Christians and number of Christians further increased, including some samurais with their wives/
children and families. They organized themselves and created a communal force, and began to
destroy Japanese shrines, Buddhist temples and Buddha statues, and symbols of Japan which
were many thousand years old architectural monuments. They became further aggressive,
violent, and continued to attack more Japanese temples and even captured Buddhist monks
and ‘beheaded’ them. The converted Japanese-Christians became aggressive and were to
eliminate and destroy Japanese religion, culture, and traditionalism entirely.The National
Seclusion: SakokuThe Era of Shogun Dynasty: When the time Hideyoshi Toyotomi died, most
parts of Japan was unified as one nation. But in 1600 a new civil war erupted between
Toyotomi’s son and Lord Ieyasu Tokugawa, a strong ruler of eastern region of Japan. It was the
biggest battle ever took place in the entire Japanese war history, known as the Battle of
Sekigahara. Lord Tokugawa won the war. Japanese Emperor granted him as a ‘supreme-
hegemony’ – a Supreme Shogun or Generalissimo – to rule the whole Japan’s territories. Thus,
Japan, which was formed by four islands, was finally unified in to one nation. Ieyasu Tokugawa
became the first Shogun of Japan. Thus, Shogunate Tokugawa Dynasty had commenced, which
had lasted for the next 260 years.The Shogun Ieyasu was a remarkable political strategist,
reformer, and an architect of a new city planning. He removed the capital city from Kyoto to
Tokyo, eastern Japan where it had an uncultivated flat terrain to be developed to make a large
city for the future. He named it Edo: he was a founder of Tokyo. He had an advisor who was an
English man named William Adams, known as a Blue-eyes samurai in Japan. Adams informed
Shogun Ieyasu what was going on in Europe, describing that the religion Christianity is divided in
‘two sects’ – one is a classic orthodox Catholicism, and the other one is called ‘Protestantism’,
and he belongs to the Protestantism. These two sects hate each other and were fighting against
one another. Those Portuguese and Spaniards who deal business with Japan are orthodox
Catholics, and he informed the Shogun they are our ‘enemies’. For Shogun Ieyasu, it was a new
knowledge to observe.Era of Shogun Iemitsu Tokugawa: During the Third Tokugawa Shogunate
Dynasty regime, the time of Shogun Iemitsu Tokugawa, a “religious war” erupted between the
converted-Christian-samurais and non-Christian-samurais in near Nagasaki. This conflict is



known as Shimabara Rebellion (1637-38). Shogun Tokugawa had to send his troops to calm
down the fighting. When the war ended, Shogun Iemitsu Tokugawa declared, exclaiming: “The
Jesuits are here to divide our people to make war among us, using the name of the Christianity.
Our civil wars ended decades ago and Japan have been unified in to one nation and we had
been a peace here. But since the missionaries came to my country, our harmony and peace
were lost. We want my people back to have a peaceful life and happiness!”(Reference: YouTube
– CGS (Channel Grand Strategy) – an interview with Japanese history author Makoto Mogi,
hosted by a political analysis/commentator Souhei Kamiya.)After Shimabara Rebellion ended in
1639, Shogun Iemitsu Tokugawa issued the “Shogun’s Executive Order” and executed; he
expelled all foreigners – Jesuits, missionaries, all trade commercial merchants, and every non-
Japanese, as well as Japanese-Christians along with their families. And the shogun closed all
doors of Japanese ports permanently. Then, he ordered them never come back to Japan again.
At the same time he prohibited all Japanese to leave and come back to Japan. This was known
as National Seclusion or Sakoku in Japanese. In addition, the Shogun made further order,
stating: “If anyone who have objection against me, get out of Japan! If anyone violate “my order”,
I will chop their heads off, all of them, even kings from Portugal or Spain! There will be no
exceptional!” The Shogun Tokugawa’s Executive Oder was so fearful that all foreigners were
scared to death. As a result, the Sakoku had worked out perfectly fine for Japan. Thus, all the
Portuguese/Spanish Jesuits/missionaries had failed to ‘Christianize’ the Japanese people and
colonize Japan.But there was one European country which was excluded from the Sakoku: it
was the Netherlands, Dutch people. Shogunate built a special artificial island called Dejima on
Nagasaki Bay and segregated from Japanese, and permitted Dutch ships to enter in and out of
Japan during the entire Sakoku period. They were only Westerners who were allowed to stay for
diplomatic/business reasons.(Reference: YouTube, CGS (Channel Grand Strategy), interview
with historian/author Makoto Mogi, hosted by a political analyst/commentator Souhei Kamiya.)
[Assessment]Throughout the history of Europe, particularly Portugal and Spain, there known as
Spanish Inquisition and Portuguese Inquisition. The Christians had arrested, tortured, murdered,
and expelled ‘Jewish people’ who lived in Christian nations for many centuries. But interesting to
know that the same aggressive Christians themselves were not welcomed in Japan; they were
persecuted and expelled by the ‘Japanese Shogun’. It was a reverse religious revolt. While
Portuguese and Spaniards at home were ousting the Jewish residents out of Portugal and
Spain, because of practicing a heresy religion, but at the same time Japan was kicking
Portuguese/Spaniards out of Japan. These paradox incidents took place nearly 400 years ago.
But history does not change much since. This phenomenon somehow reflects to religious
conflicts of today, which is unchanged globally and still continues to the future.The National
Seclusion or Sakoku was perfectly executed. Which meant, after the all things considered,
Japan had decided to choose ‘human morality’ rather than “money, materialism, and greed”. The
Sakoku was the most important turning point of Japanese history. This action certainly shocked
the Pope of the Vatican in Rome, as well as the all other Christian nations of the West, especially



the Christendom Brotherhood. Thus, ever since, Japan had been isolated from the world
communities and became an enemy of the Christian allies, and its political impact still affected
even today in some extent. But nevertheless, after ousted all foreigners, Japan had been the
most peaceful nation in the world – no more religious violence, no more social or cultural
disturbances, and no more ‘missing children’ – which were caused by non-Japanese outsiders.
During this seclusion era, the Dutch diplomats informed the shogunate what is going on outside
Japan. For example, a new country called the United States of America was born (1776), French
Revolution happened (1789), Napoleon’s wars (1800s), Industrial Revolution taking place in
England (1800s), and so on. Moreover, Japan received the knowledge from the Netherlands on
science, technology, medicine, anatomy, astronomy of the West, though they were limited. In
order to receive that information from Europe, some scholars and intellectual samurais learned
the Dutch language. Needless to point out, that a uniqueness of Japanese culture and social life
today were evolved during the Sakoku era or Edo period of 260 years. This national peace and
tranquility – no more civil war, no more religious conflict, no more ‘missing children’ or social
disturbance. The Sakoku had lasted until the mid-19th century when Commodore Mathew Perry
arrived in Japan. Japan then had to open the ports and joint to the West, and the Meiji
Restoration era had begun.[Assessment A]In regard to the Sakoku, or National Seclusion, the
reason why Shogun Iemitsu Tokugawa did take this action had been argued and debated by
scholars, academics and historians of the West, even today. But there is no definite conclusion
or official answer. There is, however, an alternative analysis in an interdenominational aspect.In
the 17th century during the same particular period, the other side of the globe Germany was
having a religious civil war known as the “Thirty-Year-War” (1618-1648), and the central Europe
was divided in turmoil. The war was lingered on by Martin Luther’s religious revolution – a rise of
the Protestant movement against the traditional Orthodox Roman Catholicism – known as
Protestant Reformation – which caused the religious conflict between the Catholics and the
Protestants. The war had spread to neighboring countries such as the Netherlands, Belgium,
Denmark, and others, and it developed to the bloodiest fighting which lasted for 30 years, the
longest religious war in European history. Millions of Germans (30 percent of the population)
perished. Germany was totally devastated. The Sakoku took place during this “Thirty-Year-
War”.Now, here is my speculation. Japan expelled the all Europeans, but not the Netherlanders
– the Dutch people were free to stay in Japan during the Sakoku period. Why the Dutch? The
fact was that Japanese trusted Dutch people, because, first of all, they practiced fair business-
trade and caused no problem with Japan. The Netherlands once had a territorial war against
Portugal over colonial dispute in Africa. Secondly, Dutch practice Protestantism and less
religious people who disliked the Catholics – Portuguese or Spaniards – beside, Dutch did not
impose Japanese to become Christians. Japan also did not like the Catholics because they were
fanatically religious and imposed the people to become Christians. These Catholics were
enemies for the both, the Dutch and the Japanese. While the deadly German religious war was
spreading to the Netherlands disturbing its people, Dutch diplomats could have been informing



the shogunate government what was going on in Europe, warning; “The same German people
were killing each other over their shared religion of Jesus Christ”. Then, I presume, the Shogun
Iemitsu Tokugawa could have realized that Japan might suffer the same fate as Germany, if
Japan allowed to continue and practice the Christianity. It was a deadly alarming sign for the
Shogun. Then, indeed, the incident Shimabara Rebellion erupted. Concerning these serious
circumstances, in 1639 as soon as the Rebellion ended, he made the final decision and
announced the “Executive Order” of Sakoku. The reason of Sakoku was an action against the
Catholic religion of Christianity.[Assessment B]While living in Tokyo in 1960s, I became a friend
with a woman who came from Kyushu, southern island of Japan where first Portuguese
missionaries landed. She said she was a Catholic-Christian. I was really surprised to hear it,
because Christianity was alien to Japan, and after the Sakoku I believed no more Japanese-
Christians lived in Japan – all of them were expelled out of Japan – that was how I learned at
school. She told me her story. Her ancestors were early Christians and when Christian
inquisition and persecution began, her ancestral family went hiding; they lived in a mountain
cave and practiced the Catholic religion reading the Bible. Ever since, her multiple generational
families had never given up their belief and continued to practice it generations to generations. I
was truly perplexed because as the Sakoku was more than 300 years ago. I learned how human
belief is deeply profound and that I was really impressed.An another interesting story was while
living in Lisbon, Portugal. I became a friend with my neighbor. She said to me that her husband
has a ‘Japanese family name’: Caimoto. As she could not understand the reason why and how
he got it, she questioned me if I knew anything about it. It crossed my mind instantly, the Sakoku.
I explained to her telling; “Portugal and Japan had a historical connection some 400 years ago.
But a religious conflict occurred between the two countries, Japanese-Christians were expelled
out of Japan, and some of them migrated to Portugal. Which meant that ancestors of your
husband was one of those Japanese religious immigrants. Many had changed their name to
Christian names, but some did not. So, his ancestors kept his family name intact in Japanese”. I
thought how interesting! The past and the present, the West and the East, and how these meet
such a peculiar way hundreds of years later!The Meiji RestorationWhen Commodore Matthew
Perry of the United States of America came to Japan in the mid-19th century, along with the
British, French, and German delegates, and demanded Japan open its door for world trading.
But it was a new threat to Japan and not a simple process. Japan did not forget that Shogun
Iemitsu Tokugawa had expelled all foreigners back in the mid-17th century, then some 200 years
ago, known as the Japanese Inquisition. The shogunate administration did not trust Westerners,
particularly the Portuguese and Spaniards who brought Catholicism with them. Japan suspected
Perry’s arrival may have had political and conspiratorial motivations, such as the ‘colonization’ of
Japan. During the Sakoku isolation, its neighboring countries were all colonized by those same
old Western foreigners: 1) The Philippines by the Spaniards, later ceded to the Americans; 2)
Indonesia by the Dutch; 3) Laos, Indochina and Vietnam by the French; 4) India, Malaysia and
Burma (Myanmar) by the British. The Shogun was very aware of such colonized neighboring



nations.These South East Asian nations had no armament for self-defense and were powerless.
Therefore, they were easily invaded and colonized by primarily White European explorers. Japan
quickly learned the reality of colonization: its citizens would be controlled by the occupiers – their
government, religion, language, culture, and social life would be eliminated. The native people
become “second-class citizens” in their own countries and to serve the occupiers as slaves. This
was the most shocking discovery for all shogunate leaders, as Japan had never experienced
such foreign aggression and suppression in all its history. In this regard, the shoguns realized
that Japan was standing ‘alone’ in East Asia, as it viewed the West’s expansionism into East
Asia. Their next destination for colonial expansionists was China, as it had endless terrain with
rich natural and mineral resources. The northeastern regions of China were untouched and
uncultivated; therefore, it was a gem and attracting all the colonizers. Under the name of
international trading, Britain sold opium to the Chinese market but ended up in the Opium Wars,
and after winning the war Britain received Hong Kong as reparation, under a treaty of until the
year 1999. For easy access to merchandise, the Chinese government even leased its coastline
ports to other Western nations – Macao for Portugal, Shandong for Germany, and Guangzhou
for France.(Reference book: A Brief History of Chinese Civilization by Conrad Schirokauer,
1991).In 1868, under a new constitution, the Meiji Restoration was launched, and the Emperor
of Meiji became the new Commander-in-Chief of Japan. Thus, Japanese Imperialism had
commenced. Samurais had given up their swords, samurai hairstyle and kimono, and began
wearing western clothes. But Japan did not have an ‘army’ to maintain peace as an independent
state, and it had no allies, either. Opening the country to outsiders meant the possibility of being
‘colonized’ and that Japanese inhabitants might face the same fate as its other neighbor Asian
nations. So, in order to avoid being controlled, Japan had to prepare for defense from any
invasion of the West. They needed to build ‘army’ in case of any foreign regression.The Imperial
government was to act swiftly. The very first program that the ex-shoguns enacted was
‘education’ – to educate its people up to the Western standard. They recruited young students
and sent them to highly advanced nations to study at first-class universities overseas – Britain,
the United States, Germany, France, and Russia – and focused on learning and absorbing the
knowledge of Western Europe and America – its history, politics, military, technology, religion,
engineering, medicine, architecture, science, philosophy, social custom, and life style – as well
as an espionage operation. Some of them returned home having mastered 4-5 languages. They
were called “Japanese elites”.They became the “new intellectual stock” and front runners for the
modern Japan who influenced the post-samurai generations. A high number of them became
political leaders, prime ministers, diplomats, espionage agents, military generals or army
commanders, academics, industrialists, engineers, and bankers. Particularly, for anyone who
wanted to have a military career, they studied the book Vom Kleige (On War), authored by a
German war philosopher Carl von Clausewitz, which was commonly read by military leaders,
like a ‘military bible’.The next project Japan embarked on was to industrialize the nation –
building a parliament house, railways, train stations, hospitals, universities, libraries, museums,



hotels, department stores, and factories that included production of military armaments for both
the army and navy or battleships. It took only 30-40 years to transform the Japanese people from
feudal living to a modern nation. During this transformation, however, revolts occurred among
intellectual samurais who were divided in to two groups – pro-traditionalists and anti-globalists –
and pro-modernization supported a change of Japan. The most remarkable side of this
transformation was that the Japanese did it by themselves without allies, having a revolution,
civil war, outsider’s assistance, or changing their own religion, language, cultural traditions, and
above all, not losing their ‘samurai mentality’ and ‘Bushido spirit’. In this regard, it was indeed an
amazing and unique transformation in the 2,000 year old world history.Japan’s closest neighbors
are Korea and China. These three nations have shared together an intertwined history for many
centuries. After the Restoration, Japan made an official announcement about the governmental
change – the end of the Tokugawa Shogun Dynasty and onward to the constitutional
government with the restored Emperor Meiji. Japan then informed China and Korea, sending a
formal statement in order to keep this region safe in peace and harmony. While China accepted
that statement, Korea rejected it and refused to acknowledge the new Japan. Historically, Korea
had been a part of China for many centuries, and China still considered Korea to be their
territory. Japan considered these two nations as a “father and son” relation, and while the father
China acknowledged the new Japan, the son Korea did not. Japan could not understand this
peculiar reaction by the Korean leaders. Korea, at that time, wanted to be an independent state
from China, but it had many internal problems – rice riots, rebellions, famines, uprisings – and it
was internally incapable of transforming the country into a strong and peaceful independent
nation. Besides, therefore, it was vulnerable to being invaded by other nations. Japan kept its
eyes on Korea in case of a foreign attack, possibly by the Russians. Because Korea did not have
an army; powerful enough to fight back Russians. If Korea surrendered to other military forces
and its territory seized by Russians, Japan could be next, so the Japanese political leaders
speculated. After rejecting the New Japan, Korea contacted the Russian government to
establish diplomatic relations with Imperial Russia. This caused an alarming sign for
Japan.Some “Japanese elites” who had studied overseas were engaged in intelligence network
activities, such as espionage operations. They concluded their investigation on Western Europe
and reported to the government as follows: “The United States and Great Britain do not have any
intention to take over Japan. These mighty countries are not a peril to Japan; they are only
interested in trading. But the Imperial Russia, ‘yes’, they do have the intention to invade Japan.
The Russia is peril to Japan”.The reason for this was because Russia needed ports which had
“warm water”. Since Siberia’s ports were frozen half of the year, it was impossible to expand their
trading with East Asia, or even possibly invasion and colonization. They needed “warm water
ports” where they were able to keep ships and fleets free from frozen waters, and China, Korea
and Japan had it. Russia was the real peril to Japan. There is a port city called Vladivostok on
the east coast of Russia. The real meaning of Vladivostok is the “Ruler of the East” in Russian.
Thus, it is evident, in retrospect, that Russia’s ambition to control the East Asian territory that



had begun since the time of Ivan the Terrible in the 16th century.The First Sino–Japanese
WarJapan’s first overseas conflict was with China, and the reason of conflict was over Korea.
Korea had many domestic problems, such as political corruptions, assassinations, bribes,
embezzlement, arrests, lynching, murders, looting, and food shortages. In 1894, the Korean
peasants/farmers revolted against their government known as the Tonghak Rebellion. The
uprising became out of control, like a civil war, and when Korean leaders could not calm the
angry civilians down, they requested for China and Japan to send their troops to Korea to settle
the uprising. As they did, the rebellion was quickly suppressed.The Korean government did not
have an organized system of law enforcement to control their own internal turmoil, so they
needed military aid from its neighbors – China and Japan. In retrospect, the Korean government
was so weak that it had no capacity to enforce marshal law on their own, so they needed to
request its neighbors’ armies into Korea in order to restore their troubled country. The Koreans
wanted to be independent and Japan agreed with that and encouraged them. But they were so
fragile from a lack of unity and harmony among themselves that they were causing troubled
situations constantly. So, Japan had to assist the Korean leaders in organizing their nation.
Otherwise, the Russian troops could have moved into Korea at any time and would take it over
easily.
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